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Strand 7 Statistics 
Sub Strand 7.1.1 Statistical Analysis 
Content
 Learning 
Outcome

Students should be able to:
 Determine the measures of central tendency
 Work out the spread of a set of data

Lesson notes                               Strand 7: Statistics

Measures of central tendency

There are three main measures of central tendency, the mode, the median and the mean.

The mode is the most common score or the score that has the highest frequency.

The median is the middle score when the scores are listed in an ascending or descending 
order.

The mean is commonly called average, which is calculated using the formula:

Finding the spread

Measures of spread include: range, quartiles, interquartile range and standard deviation.

Range: highest score –lowest score

Interquartile range:  upper quartile – lower quartile

Standard deviation:

ungrouped data: grouped or frequency tables:     

Adding a constant to each score

If a constant c is added to each score then the 

new mean will be:
̅
x

+c and the standard 

deviation will remain unchanged.

Multiplying a constant to each score

If a constant c is multiplied to each score then 

the new mean will be:c̅
x
 and the new standard 

deviation will be cσ.
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Examples

1. For the following list of scores find the mean, median, mode, range, interquartile range 
and  standard deviation.

5,6,10,4,7,2,8,8,5

Solutions:

2,4,5,5,6,7,8,8,10

Mean: 
2+4+5+5+6+7+8+8+10

9
=

55
9

=6.11

Median: 6

Mode:  5 and 8

Range: HS-LS

=10−2=8

Interquartile range: UQ−LQ

8−4.5=3.5

Standard deviation:

=2.28

Example 2 Calculate the standard deviation for the following data.

x f

1 1

2 4

3 9

4 6

total 20

x f fx
(x−

̅
x
)2 f(x−

̅
x
)2

1 1 1 (1−3)2 =4 4

2 4 8 (2−3)2 =1 4

3 9 27 (3−3)2 =0 0

4 6 24 (4−3)2 =1 6

Mean=
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Strand 8 Probability 
Sub Strand 8.1.1Probability experiments 
Content
 Learning 
Outcome

Students should be able to:
Calculate probabilities with replacement.
Use probability tree.

Lesson notes                               Strand 8:Probabilty

Probability of any event = P(E) = 
successful out come

All possible out come
      =  no. of times E occurs

Total possible outcomes

     Note: 0≤P(E)≤1

SAMPLE SPACE                                                             EQUALLY LIKELY OUTCOMES 
All possible outcomes denoted by (S)                  Are outcomes that have the same chance of
occurring

 HOW TO FIND THE SAMPLE SPACE 
1 experiment: look for all the out comes in the object.
2 experiment or 1 experiment with 2 object:       use x/y axis  or use   tree diagram. 
Label the branches.
3 experiments: The  tree diagram

EXAMPLE
1) A die is rolled. Find the probability of obtaining:
      I) Number 3       II) Number 5     III) Even number   IV) Multiples of 4     V) Factors of 6  
   
ANSWER: 
  Sample space = {1,2,3,4,5,6}

    (i).P (3) =1/6        (ii) P (5) =1/6       (iii)P (E.N) =3/6  =1/2        (iv) P (M.4) =1/6    
 (v)  P (F.6) =4/6=2/3

2)  A coin and a die is rolled simultaneously, find the probability of getting:
   i) A even no and head.                                              ii) Less then 3 and tail
  
 Answer: 
S= { ( H,1), ( H ,2), ( H,3), ( H ,4), ( H,5), ( H ,6), ( T,1), ( T ,2), ( T,3),( T,4), ( T,5), ( T ,6)}
  i. P( even no and  H) = 3/12  = ¼      ii P (<3 and tail) =2/12 = 1/6
 

Activity: Exercise 49 Page:196  numbers 3 and 4
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3) A coin is tossed 3 times 
i) Find the probability of getting all head.        ii) At least 2 tail.                                 

 

PROBABILITY WITH REPLACEMENT 
1) A bag contains 3 red marbles and 2 yellow marbles. One marble is randomly picked and 
its colour is noted. It is replaced in the bag and the second one is withdrawn and its colour 
is noted.

i) Find the sample space.
ii) Find the probability of obtaining:
a) 2 red marbles           b) Marbles of same colour.                c) Marbles of different colours. 
Solutions 

i) S = { (R1, R1), (R1, R2), (R1, R3), (R2, R1), (R2, R2), (R2, R3), (R3, R1), (R3, R2), (R3, R3), (Y1, R1),
(Y1, R2), (Y1, R3), (Y1, Y1), (Y1, Y2), (Y2, R1), (Y2, R2), (Y2, R3), (Y2, Y1), (Y2, Y2), (R1, Y1), (R1, Y2),
(R2, Y1), (R2, Y2), (R3, Y1), (R3, Y2),}

ii)  a. P (  2R) =  RR = 9/ 25    
     b. P ( same colour) = RR+ YY=  13/25    
     c. P ( different colour) =  1 – P(same colour)  or   RY + YR = 12/25

Sol:   S = { (HHH), (HHT), (HTT), (HTH), (THT), 
(THH), (TTH), (TTT)}
i. P(HHH)=1/8            ii P(at least 2 tail)

= 
P(HTT)+P(THT)+P(TTH)+P
(TTT)
=½

RED

YELLOW

RED

YELLOW

RED

YELLOW

3
5

2
5

3
5

2
5

3
5

2
5
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Strand 8 Probability 
Sub Strand 8.1.1Probability experiments 
Content
 Learning 
Outcome

Students should be able to:
Calculate probabilities with replacement.
Use probability tree.

Lesson notes                               Strand 8:Probabilty

PROBABILITY WITHOUT  REPLACEMENT 

Example
 1) A bag contains 3 red marbles and 2 yellow marbles. One marble is randomly picked and
its colour is noted. It is not replaced in the bag and the second one is withdrawn and its 
colour is noted.
i) Find the sample space.
ii) Find the probability of obtaining:
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a) 2 red marbles           b) Marbles of same colour.                c) Marbles of different colours. 
S= { (R1, R2), (R1, R3), (R2, R1), (R2, R3), (R3, R1), (R3, R2), (Y1, R1), (Y1, R2), (Y1, R3), (Y1, Y2), (Y
2, R1), (Y2, R2), (Y2, R3), (Y2, Y1), , (R1, Y1), (R1, Y2), (R2, Y1), (R2, Y2), (R3, Y1), (R3, Y2),}

a. P (  2R) =  RR = 6 /  20 =  3
10

   

     b. P ( same colour) = RR+ YY= 8
20

=
2
5
    

     c. P ( different colour) =  1 – P(same colour) or   RY + YR =
12
20

=
3
5

Exercise 
1.A fair six-sided die has 3 faces painted red, two faces painted yellow and one face
painted blue.
If the die is tossed twice :
(i) calculate the probability that both tosses give the same colour.
(ii) calculate the probability that the colours are different.
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2. A box contains two green, one blue and two yellow balls, all of the same shape
and size.  A ball is picked at random from the box.
What is the probability that the ball picked will be:
(i) green?             (ii) not yellow?

If the first ball is picked and not replaced and a second one is picked from the
box, what is the probability that:
(iii) the first ball picked is blue and the second is yellow?
(iv) both balls are of the same colour?

Content
 Learning 
Outcome

Students should be able to:
Calculate probabilities using venn diagrams.
Find the expected number.

Lesson notes                               Strand 8 :Probabilty

Probabilities Using Venn Diagram
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Example 1

Solutions

a) P(volleyball only) =0.23

b) P(VUB) =P(V) +P(B) −P(V∩B)

=0.46+0.34−0.23

=0.57

c)P(neither V or B) =0.43 

Example 2:

Expected Number

Example: 
a. P(3) =0.2

=0.2×100=20%

b. E=np

=30×0.2=6 times

Activity: Exercise 55- page 215 (no. 1 and 7)

Exercise 56 page 217 no. 3
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Content
 Learning 
Outcome

Students should be able to:
State characteristics of normal distribution
Define normal distribution terms.

Lesson notes                               Strand 8: Probability

 Characteristics of Normal distribution

When the standard deviation

is large, the curve is short 

and wide.

When the standard 

deviation is small, the 

curve is tall and narrow.

Normal distribution terms
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0.34 0.34

0.1350.135

0.020.02
0.0050.005

Example

Solutions
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Activity

1. A brand of batteries have a mean lifetime of 400hours with a standard deviation of 50 
hours. If a battery is selected at random, what is the probability that:

a. It has a lifetime of more than 400 hours.

b. It has a lifetime between 350 hours and 500 hours.

c. It has a lifetime of less than 300 hours.

D. From a sample of 200 batteries, how many do you expect to be with a lifetime of less 
than 300 hours.

2. Butter is packed by a machine to give a mean of 500g with the standard deviation of 
10g. Within what limit will the weight of a packet chosen randomly be:

a. very probably be.

b. almost certain be.
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Activity: Exercise 49 Page:196  numbers 3 and 4


